SHIPPING AND GRADING
Shipping charge will be stated each domestic order on our site. ALL
PRODUCTS ARE PROFESSIONALLY PACKED. LPs and 10” vinyl are
protected with a re-sealable Japanese sleeves, mailed in specialty shipping
cartons and wrapped in bubble wrap (to avoid movement). 7” vinyl, Picture
Sleeves, CDs, Cassettes and Reel-to-Reel tapes will be protected with a
clear, re-sealable Japanese sleeve, protected with two cardboard spacers
and shipped in professional bubble mailers. ALL OTHER PRODUCTS
AND COLLECTIBLES will be packed in the same professional manner with
container and protection varying based on actual item.

ALL PRODUCTS INCLUDING LP’S, REEL TO REEL, 8 TRACKS AND
CASSETTES ARE VISUALLY GRADED.
WE WORK HARD TO PRESENT AN ACCURATE, DETAILED AND
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF EVERY ITEM WE IF YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS, PLEASE EMAIL US BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER.
OUR GRADING SYSTEM IS VERY STRICT, HERE’S HOW WE SEE
THINGS:
MINT (M): Visually pristine, with perhaps a slight blemish in an inconspicuous
spot. An LP can be less than mint even if it is sealed. We cannot attempt to
grade the vinyl portion of a sealed LP and must assume that it is mint.

NEAR MINT (NM): Sealed or unsealed. Should look either un-played or
perhaps played once or twice. No spindle markings. Vinyl is shiny and glossy.
Label colors are shiny and bright. Most of our product that appears to be MINT
will be graded Near Mint (NM), simply because we believe there are very few true
“Mint” condition LPs out there
!NEAR MINT MINUS (NM-): The same as Near Mint but may have a few light
scuffs or scratches. Perhaps a small bumped corner or minor seam wear from
storage.

VERY GOOD PLUS (VG+): A solid representation, but may have a few marks,
light scuffs, or surface noise. Still a very nice record. These are generally priced
appropriately and the best bargains in our store!

VERY GOOD (VG): Will have some scratches and/or marks (nothing deep).
Surface noise may be apparent. Should play through without skipping, but may
contain some pops, bent corners, light stain or yellowing.

GOOD (G): Not very good at all. You won’t find many of these in our store.
Usually sold to fill a spot in a collection until a better copy comes along or if is an
extremely rare record that is desirable in any condition. Will contain quite a few
scratches, pops, and cover wear.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
Flat rate or calculated shipping charges (based on package weight and size) will
apply. No more than TWO (2) LPs or THREE (3) 45s will be included in any
individual package. Import duties, taxes, and charges are not included in the item
price or shipping. These charges are the buyer’s responsibility. Check with your
country's Customs office to determine any additional costs prior to bidding or
buying. These charges are normally collected by the shipping company when you
pick the item up. Do not confuse them for additional shipping charges.

We do not mark merchandise values below value or as "gifts".
U.S. and International regulations prohibit such behavior.
Insuring your item is your option. If you have concerns please
request insurance. Our tracking ability ends once product leaves
America.

